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Spandan 2019 preparations well
under way

NIHIT SACHDEVA &
VASUNDHRA BAJAJ
The annual media festival
of Vivekananda Institute of
Professional Studies is back yet
again with a bang for the 15th
year. Spandan 2019 has it all.
Scheduled for November 7 and 8,
it promises to bring with it events
and competitions guaranteed to
dazzle and entertain throughout.
The main themes for this year’s
event are water conservation,
cinema and 150 years of
Mahatma Gandhi. Day one
of the event will comprise
inaugural ceremony followed
by Media Panchayat. There has
also been collaboration with
U-Special International Campus
Film Festival with 30 student
representatives of semester
fifth as Campus Ambassadors
the festival. The event will also

Musical Play on Indian Cinema,
Competitive
Activities
and
special cultural performance by
SAM Workshops.
There has also been collaboration
with Indian Federation of
United Nations Association,

showcase IFUNA Film Festival,

where on the theme of water

Message from the
Chairman

DR. SC VATS

conservation, a film festival
has been organised. The event
also brings over 20 competitive
as well as non competitive
events. The objective behind
organising workshops, talks and
competitions is to gain increased
student participation.
“With Spandan the primary
objective is to strengthen
industry academia interface as
with each edition, we have gained
collaboration and representation
from industry. Several experts
from across media disciplines
have graced VIPS Spandan in
the past. This year too, several
industry experts are expected to
be part of the event,” describes
Prof Dr Charulata Singh, Dean,
VSJMC.
The literal meaning of Spandan
is ‘heartbeat’. It is not only an
annual Continued on Page 3

Vishwank conducts discussion over Article 370 & 35A

RASHMI SHARMA &
SHANTANU GHOSH
After a four-year gap, Vishwank
– The Discussion Forum- of
Vivekananda School of Journalism
and
Mass
Communication
(VSJMC), Vivekananda Institute of
Professional Studies (VIPS), New
Delhi conducted its first discussion
on the status of Articles 370 and
35A. The discussion was organised
on August 24, 2019 in the room
number 301 of the department. A
total of 20 students participated
in the discussion, of which
students from other departments

including Information Technology
and Law and Legal Studies were
also present.
Mandvi Mishra, Rashmi Sharma
and
Shantanu
Ghosh
of
Semester III coordinated the
session. Students put forth their
understanding of the issues
supported by facts and Supreme
Court’s judgements delivered
in
regard
to
constitutional
amendments. Further, the status
of Jammu and Kashmir was also
discussed wherein the Right
to Property, representation of
minorities in the government

under Articles 370 and 35 A was an
issue which was never rectified by
the state governments. Students
opined that if the J & K leaders has
an issue with the change in the
status of the state, they could have
rectified issues including right
to property and representation
of minorities in the government
among others.
Discussion also saw view points
on the federalism and the kind of
relationship states and Center’s
share. It was unanimously felt
that the current government
could
Continued on Page 3

VIPS has been the
leading institution
contributing to the
cause of relevant &
professional education
targeting towards
shaping the careers
of its students, in
the national capital
territory of Delhi for
last 20 years.
I feel honoured to
be there in the spirit
with VIPS and thank
everyone including
faculty members,
students and the
support staff for their
valuable contribution
in promoting the
cause of higher
education service to
the best of their ability.
I am happy to learn
that the students
are launching a new
tabloid to disseminate
information to one
and all in order to
serve greater and a
higher purpose of
life particularly in th
context of education
as a whole.
On this occasion, I
congratulate the team
of students along
with the teachers and
staff. This initiative
brings me immense
happiness and joy
that something
more creative and
meaningful is being
done in order to fulfill
the higher objective.

With this inaugural edition of The VIPS Weekly, we would like to announce that the objective of the publication is make students of VSJMC go
through the exercise of bringing out publications in a professional way.
The VIPS Weekly will be covering the happenings inside the campus as well as outside. It will provide space for mass communication students
with an opportunity to conscientiously use their freedom of expression and showcase their creative skills. There will be varieties of column and
other conduits, which will be introduced. We welcome suggestions and feedbacks.
Please write us at vipsweekly@gmail.com
- The Editorial Team, VIPS Weekly
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Seniors welcome budding
minds with much aplomb
MAHI TEWARI, GANTAVYA ADUKIA &
ANISHAA RASTOGI
With the gesture of receiving and
welcoming the first semester students
in the college, the third semester
students of VSJMC organised ‘Fresher’s
Welcome’ on Friday (September 6) in
the Vivekananda Hall.
Every year, during odd semester, it
is a time-honored to celebrate the
Fresher’s Welcome in the institute.
The purpose is to make the juniors
feel welcome and to interact with
them. The new academic year brings
happiness and joy with the arrival of
fresh and budding minds. To welcome
them to the department and make
them feel at home, the Fresher’s
Welcome gives the new comers a step

sways with the rhythm of the musical
bands juniors and seniors learn to
bond along the lines of true bonding.
The contest of ‘Mister and Miss Fresher’
was organised, where the new-comers
are given an opportunity to introduce
themselves and participate in fun
activities to win the titles.
Themed as ‘Vibhin’ meaning diverse,
the event began with a Ganesh
Vandana, invocation and dance
performance by Divyata. The event
started on a positive note to herald
the new beginning of budding media
personnel in the institute for the next
three years and officially welcome
them to the VIPS family
Right from the hallway from Lift area
to entrance of the Vivekananda Hall,

music band of third year students. The
dance by the fifth semester students
was energetic enough to lift the
audience on their feet at times and
the audience’s admiration for them
was evident from the loud cheers that
echoed within the four walls of the hall.
The marquee event of the party
was the Mister and Miss Fresher’s
competition
which
commenced
with the participants being asked to
ramp walk on the stage followed by
a minute’s introduction. There were a
total of eight participants each taking
part in the two meets, who had been
shortlisted after a behind the scenes
auditions round conducted in the run
up to the event.
Vandana Bansal and Raj Dhingra

First Semester students felicitated with titles - Mr. and Ms. Fresher, Mr. and Ms. Talented & Mr. and Ms. Well Dressed. (Seen here with Prof. Dr. Charulata Singh, Dean VSJMC and Dr. Amit Channa

towards their graduation from the
schooling days.
‘A hundred new faces, but a million
dreams’ is what this occasion can be
best described as. Welcoming these
hundred odd a bright faces to an
unchartered ocean of knowledge, fear
and anxiety are bound to creep into
these novice minds.
The seniors welcome the new-comers
into this new threshold of life. Apart
from this the third semester students
put up by organising a series of
dancing, singing, and other on and
off stage performances. As everyone

one could see how a welcoming and
warm ambience was created to make
a memorable affair. The decoration
included fairy lights, a host of balloons
and beautifully crafted pieces of
origami attached to the walls to give
the place a vibrant feel.
The event comprised of varied musical
displays with the performances of
songs from different eras being
spread throughout the length of the
event. However, going by the response
received from the audience, the
highlight of the evening would have
to be a special performance by the

were declared Miss and Mister Fresher
respectively. Gaurav Pant and Ashleen
were also declared as the most ‘welldressed fresher’ of the evening.
The event ended with the launch
of the 2019 edition of ‘Spandan’, the
college’s annual media festival. Later
a DJ evening was organised, which led
the audience swaying to a number of
songs varying from classical Bollywood,
Hollywood to rap leading students
and faculty members to groove to
the music. Hand-out of food packets
marked a successful conclusion to the
party.

Social media influencers riding the wave

In today’s digital landscape,
influencer promotion is one
of the most effective ways to
reach maximum audience—
particularly if they are of a
certain age and demography.
But
though
influencers
have certainly taken hold in

the last few years, bringing
attention to everything from
lifestyle brands to food, drink
and new media, they are still
a relatively new commodity
– and that makes it hard for
marketers to gauge the basic
details of their arrangements.
Things like logistics (when and
where they’ll post), scale (how
often to have them post) and,
pose a constant challenge
to
traditional
promoters,
including individuals who
just don’t know how to fit this
new model into their old ways
of working.
The rise of social media
means that now it’s not just

the rich and famous who
can promote products. Now
anyone can build a fanbase
on social media platforms
and then use their position
to market products for
companies. Given that 70
percent of teenagers trust
influencers over celebrities,
it’s safe to say that influencer
promotion is only going to
get bigger.
With the start of this column,
The VIPS Weekly will be
covering any individual or
phenomenon every week on
social media tools who are
trending and who is making
all the rage and how.

Message from the
Chairperson , VSJMC
PROF. SIDHARTH MISHRA

Dear Students of 2019-22
batch, you are lucky to
be here at Vivekananda
School of Journalism and
Mass Communication.
The state of art, best
centre in teachinglearning process of
mass communication
and journalism in this
country I would say.
You have best of facilities,
best of faculty and
best of campus at your
disposal.
It’s for you to make best
use of it. You can just
waste away your time in
the three years or you
can make best use of it
and indulge yourselves
in the best media person
and communication
professionals that you
could be. Make best use
of opportunity and god
bless you.
I am very happy that the
students of department
of Journalism and
mass communication
are starting an 4 page
weekly tabloid. Such an
exercise will give them
hands on experience
of Newspaper Industry
which includes so
many skills. The skills of
gathering information,
editing information,
making the layout of
the page, giving the
headlines and then
ultimately printing it.
Such an experience will
make them industry fit
as well as industry ready
and my best wishes
for our very very long
innings of this tabloid.

VIPS wEEKLY

Spandan 2019

media festival organised by the
fifth semester students of VSJMC
as part of their curriculum, but is
actually a combined effort put in
by all the students and faculty
of VIPS that bring it to success
year after year.
From the inception of VIPS
Spandan in the year 2003 itself,
it has become synonymous
with spreading colours of joy,
enthusiasm and designing a
platform which provides an array
of opportunities to talented
youths. Spandan is all about
celebrating both the cultural
and academic heritage and
the dedicated efforts by the
students and coordinators make
the event nothing less than a
grand one. Not only these two
days of the event will be exciting
and entertaining but in fact this
will also act as a great ice breaker
between the juniors and the
seniors.
Over the years, Spandan has
garnered huge media coverage
and popularity amongst various
colleges and universities all across
the country. The indomitable
spirit of the students while
organising the event has acted as
the fuel for successful execution
of Spandan for the past many
years. It is a great opportunity for
students to explore nuances of
event management along with
understanding the importance
of working in a team, working
on time and working with
coherence. During the process,
the experience encompasses
academic
boundaries
and
results in memories to be
cherished for life.
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Vishwank Discussion

have followed the constitutional
procedure to change the status
of the J& K. However, it was also
pointed out that our constitution
is a big bag of borrowings, hence
it suffers from some loopholes.
Moreover, the imposition of
Section 144, house arrest of
leaders, suspension of internet,
mobile and landline services
were also discussed in the light
of violation of Fundamental
Rights and Human Rights.
One of the law students rightly
said that even our constitution
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Teachers’ Day 2019

Teachers play an important role
to make the life of students
successful.
Teacher’s Day 2019, held at
Vivekananda
Institute
of
Professional Studies was a great
event itself. Starting with a
special mention for teachers in
a great gesture made them feel
great, analysing about the role of
a teacher in a human life.
A teachers is a role model person
in student’s life who bring out
the best in them and encourage
them to strive for greatness.
Teachers know that students are
the future of the country, So they
share the knowledge and helps
them to become a better person
The event was organised by
the students of Vth semester of
the college. They felicitated the
teachers with some interesting
games and dance forms.

do not guarantee us absolute
freedom as there are reasonable
restrictions mentioned in the
same constitution.
The forum saw overwhelming
response from the students
and the forum is functioning
under the Committee on Print
Appreciation and Promotion.
The discussion that started
at 3.30 pm ended at 5.20 pm.
Faculty members Dr.Baninder
Rahi and Mr. Sahil Koul were
present during the discussion.

Towards a balanced mental and physical growth
Message from the
Dean , VSJMC
PROF.
DR. CHARULATA
SINGH
KAMAKSHI SHUKLA
& PARV JAIN

Sports lead to a well balanced
mental and physical growth
and tones up muscles and
strengthen
bones.
Swami
Vivekananda once said, “You’ll
be nearer to Heaven through
football than through the study
of the Gita.”
For the youths, sports play a very
essential part in developing
their body and mind. aIt also
helps to improve their academic
level and makes them alert
and attentive. In earlier times,
sports & games were given
lesser attention since these

were considered just a physical
activity but with the changing
times, these physical activities
have gained the utmost priority.
It encompasses more than
just physical benefits to an
individual. Sporting is an
integral part of VIPS. The college
provides its students with
adequate infrastructure and
facilities to encourage them to
indulge various sports activities
and events. The students are
given ample opportunities to
explore and show their talents.
Various events related to
sports are planned every year
covering indoor and outdoor

sports. “I have already prepared
a sports calendar for the entire
academic year which will
include various sports such as
cricket, football,
badminton,
tug of war, athletics and many
more. These events will be held
both inside and outside the
college premises and students
will also get a chance to play at
both national and international
levels,” says Vicky Sahrawat,
sports incharge, VIPS. “Football
trials for students are already
being conducted and more
trials for other sports will be
commencing soon as well,” he
informs.

I am happy
that the team
is working for
bringing out ‘VIPS
Weekly’ , carrying
news and articles
from within and
outside VIPS. Wish
you all the best for
this venture.
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Developing basic knowledge about
media research

Navya Singh
In order to make the students
of BA (JMC) familiar with the
research methodologies and
how media researches are
being
conducted,
VSJMC
organised a guest lecture on
the topic of ‘Research methods
in journalism and resources for
journalists’ on September 5,
2019.
Sevanti Ninan, veteran author
and columnist, addressed the
students on how to develop
the basic knowledge about
media research. She explained
what all actually goes behind in
coming up with a constructive
research.
She described how in
today’s time journalists can
use the various methods
to delve on the topics and
go to the deepest point
on various topics to bring
out true findings. Media
research is one of the core
subjects in BA (JMC).
Ninan
very
effectively
highlighted the scope and
significance of research in
and also talked about the
tools which can be used
to carry out the same.
She explained how media
research methods are the
practical procedures for
carrying out a research
project. “These methods
include
content
analysis,
surveys,
focus
groups,
experiments, and participant
observation. Research methods
generally involve either test

subjects or analysis of media,”
she described.
The lecture commenced with
a video showcasing VIPS as
an institute, its core ideas and
principles and the amount of
contribution that it has made
to the education sector.
The lecture was followed up by
an interactive question answer
session. The session was
concluded by delivering
of vote of thanks by
Dean, VSJMC, Prof. Dr
Charulata Singh. She
thanked Ninan
for
her
time

and for the knowledge which
she disseminated.
Ninan
is
a
Delhi-based
columnist and has been writing

on media for The Hindu and
the Hindustan.
She is founder- editor of The
Hoot.org, a South Asian media
watch website.

The Perks of being a Wallflower
VIDHI NARULA
“Do you always think this much,
Charlie?”
“Is it bad?” I just wanted someone
to tell me the truth.
“Not necessarily. It’s just that
sometimes people use thought
not to participate in life.”
It’s been more than a couple of
months since I read this book
and I still reminisce these words
that are so accurately relatable.
Actually, it’s one of the many
things Stephen Chbosky says in
the book, which will make room
in your heart for a very long time.
The book is in the form of letters
Charlie wrote to an unknown
friend, they are the deep seated
feelings of a high school kid, who
is a little confused and is working
his way through life, like many of
us.
You will relate to the protagonist
of the story, Charlie, in ways you
cannot fathom.

The book makes you think about
yourself, it makes you love the

world around you a little more,
and it makes you appreciate

your family and friends.
Everyone needs a friend like
Charlie in their lives, he isn’t
perfect, he made his share of
mistakes, but the way he cared
about the people in his life is
admirable. His thoughtfulness
will definitely make you fall in
love with him.
To all the wallflowers out there,
who see things, keep quiet about
them and who understand that
everyone has a story which
shaped them into who they
are today, if you haven’t read
this book yet, please pick it up
right this second, because it will
change your life.
The following excerpt from the
book sums up my experience
after reading it.
“And finally he found this really
amazing song about this boy,
and we all got quiet. After the
song finished, I said something.
“I feel infinite.”

Starch is
important
for
humans
Researchers say resistant
starches can help with
appetite suppression, and
perhaps even reduce risks
associated with diabetes and
colon cancer.
If one of your goals for 2017 is
to eat healthier, you might try
a baked potato.
Or perhaps eat a banana that
isn’t too ripe.
Or maybe some pasta.
A new report out of England
concludes that foods like
these that contain resistant
starches have a number of
health benefits with no known
harmful side effects.
Researchers from the British
Nutrition Foundation say
more research is needed,
but evidence indicates these
starches can help people eat
less and improve gut health
and blood glucose control.
According to Healthline.com,
Starchy foods are a good
source of energy and the main
source of a range of nutrients
in our diet. As well as starch,
they contain fibre, calcium,
iron and B vitamins. Some
people think starchy foods are
fattening, but gram for gram
they contain fewer than half
the calories of fat.
Resistant starch is a unique
type of fiber with impressive
health benefits.
Below are 9 foods that contain
high amounts of resistant
starch.
i. Oats, ii. Cooked and Cooled
Rice, iii. Some Other Grains,
iv. Legumes, v. Raw Potato
Starch, vi. Cooked and Cooled
Potatoes, vii. Green Bananas,
viii. Hi-Maize Flour, and ix.
Other cooked and cooled
starchy carbs.
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